The lazy bear

It’s spring in the forest. The snow has gone, leaves are growing and the animals are waking up.

Bruno the bear is still asleep. He doesn’t know that it’s spring.
‘Listen! Bruno is snoring!’

Now it’s summer. It’s warm and the animals are having lots of fun. But where’s Bruno?

Bruno is still asleep. He doesn’t know that it’s summer.

Now it’s autumn. The leaves are turning red, yellow and orange. The animals are getting ready for winter. But where’s Bruno?

Bruno is still asleep. He doesn’t know that it’s autumn.

Now it’s winter. You can’t see the animals. They’re all asleep in their warm homes. But where’s Bruno?
‘What a nice, long sleep. Snow! It’s winter! I’m all alone.’

It’s spring again. The animals are very happy. They’re having a party. But where’s Bruno?
‘Bruno!’

Bruno is awake at last. Now he knows that it’s spring.

Listen to this story https://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/en/short-stories/the-lazy-bear
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